High Availability For The LAMP Stack: Eliminate Single Points Of Failure And Increase Uptime For Your Linux, Apache, MySQL, And PHP Based Web Applications
Synopsis

How to Setup a Highly Available LAMP Stack Even If You’ve Never Done It before, Don’t Know Where to Start, or Don’t Want to Spend Weeks Researching How to Do It. This step-by-step guide teaches you everything you need to know in order to eliminate single points of failure for your Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP based web applications. Do you wish you could ensure your web site was up all the time and finally enjoy a peaceful night’s sleep? Do you want to be able to scale without downtime and handle unexpected surges of traffic? Do you want a solution that just works without spending weeks testing various combinations of technologies and software? Do you want someone to lay it all out for you and walk you through an entire deployment? If so, you’re in the right place... I understand, because I’ve been there. I know what it’s like to be woken up in the middle of the night when a web server goes down. I don’t know about you, but I’m fairly grumpy at 2:47 A.M. when something is broke and I’m the one that has to fix it. That’s why I strive to eliminate single points of failure and ensure service availability. I would much rather plan for failure ahead of time than have to react to it. If you have a robust design that’s easy to support you can repair any failures at your convenience instead of trying to cobble together a makeshift solution in the middle of the night. I’ve spent countless hours designing, testing, and implementing high availability solutions for a wide range of Linux based services during my career. I’ve put together a well designed, well tested solution for the LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) stack that easily scales to support an increasing number of users all the while decreasing downtime. I’ve taken each possible single point of failure into account from the obvious ones to the less than obvious edge cases you’ll need to cover in order to have a truly robust design. This architecture and design: Works on physical servers. If you’re running on bare metal, this design will work for you. Works in virtual environments such as VMWare, VirtualBox, Ovirt, Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV), KVM, and Xen. Works in the cloud -- You'll learn about the important nuances for running in the cloud. This design works whether you’re using Web Services (AWS), Rackspace Cloud, or another provider. Scales without downtime, add more servers or resources without users even noticing. Works with custom written web sites and applications that run on the LAMP stack. Supports popular open source web applications such as WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, MediaWiki, phpBB, Redmine, SugarCRM, and more. This demonstrates everything step-by-step... This is not just a design, though. It’s an entire book complete with lessons and demonstrations you can use on actual Linux servers. In the book I’ll be performing the demonstrations on Ubuntu servers, but the concepts are the same no matter if you’re using RedHat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, or another distribution. The only real difference is the couple of commands you’ll use to perform some of the software installations. The design and
configurations remain the same. Apply what you learn to other situations Even though this course is targeted directly at the LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP), the concepts and techniques presented can be reused in a variety of other situations. If you ever need a floating IP, the ability to add more storage to servers without downtime, to balance loads across multiple servers, or deploy a highly available database cluster, you can put what you learn in this course to good use. The only thing between you and web site that stays up all the time is this book. Get started now by scrolling up to the top of the page and clicking on the "Buy now" button.
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Customer Reviews
Excellent. Aside from being well-explained, the book maintains focus and assumes a particular level of familiarity with Linux in a production environment. Often, Technical Books have to assume, from the audience level, someone completely new to a subject, though this book does a great job guiding you along. Almost the equivalent of a Master Class you might have taken in Music School &c. The author shows a progressive build-out of a Web-facing environment, and well-explains the tools and in many cases, reasons for choosing a certain approach. The subject alone could be written about in many volumes, especially when going into detail about a particular layer of a Stack, such as the Storage.

I hate to judge a technical book on the value of its supporting resources, but in this case, it’s difficult not to: The link to “configuration files, scripts, and diagrams” in the book leads instead to a Web site
that presents a “Download button” that doesn’t actually download anything, but just asks for an email address. Entering an email address to receive the files (something I’m always loathe to do) instead enrolls you in the author’s mail list (something I REALLY didn’t plan to do), but it DOESN’T actually provide the files promised. Nor does sending feedback via the author’s Web site. The above may simply be a configuration issue on the site, but it certainly creates a sketchy first impression. Especially since the Web site that claims to support the book instead features a "buy now" button for a video course with this same title -- but does not acknowledge that the book itself even exists (leaving the impression that the book is actually just an advertisement for the $100 course of the same name). The whole thing starts to feel pretty spammy pretty quick.

This book was short but excellent. It’s very dense and was perfect for me. It gives you all the information you need to know, and if you want to learn more about a topic it teaches you what you need to know to explore further. If you’re looking into scaling a LAMP stack I’d say this is a must read.

Jason is amazing at providing very easy to understand content which very few writers are able to do. This is a must have book for beginners or advanced users! Keep up the great work!

This is a great book, well laid out and easy to follow. I’m not done reading it yet, but I’ve bought other books of Jason’s and am excited to go through this one.
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